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Cross Wrap Dewiring shortlisted as Recycling Machinery Innovation of the Year
2020
Cross Wrap Oy shortlisted for prestigious Plastics Recycling Awards Europe

Cross Wrap Oy has been shortlisted for the prestigious Plastics Recycling Awards Europe 2020 for CW Dewiring machine
in Recycling Machinery Innovation of the Year category. The award winners will be announced on 26th of March, during
the second day of the Plastics Recycling Show Europe taking place at RAI Amsterdam.
“This is a great honor for us to be shortlisted as a Recycling Machinery Innovation of the Year 2020.
We are proud to present the automatic CW Dewiring, which is engineered to improve both safety and production rate in
plastic recycling. The traditional manual wire cutting does not meet safety standards in today’s world, and it neither
comply with the production demands of modern plastic recycling operations. For these reasons, Cross Wrap has developed
the new automatic and safe CW Dewiring technology.
Our CW Dewiring has been acquired by numerous advanced recycling companies, who have taken the next step in
improving their operational safety and efficiency. We are delighted to hear and see good results from them accompanied
by additional investments to Cross Wrap Dewiring machines.
We hope that this publicity will make our safety improving CW Dewiring machine more known among the plastic recycling
professionals. We want to encourage the recyclers to consider automatic Dewiring, as it is the next big move forward to
create safer and more productive plastic recycling operations. I am proud of our engineering team´s efforts in developing
the CW Dewiring for the plastic recycling industry.” states Mr. Kalle Kivelä the founder of Cross Wrap Oy.
Finally, Mr. Kivelä would like to thank the customers who have already invested in CW Dewiring technology. They are the
forerunners in creating safer bale Dewiring operation.
The CW Dewiring machine cuts, removes and coils the bale wires automatically. It increases safety, production rate and
lowers operation costs in plastic recycling.
Open to organizations and individuals across Europe, who are involved in the recycling of plastic materials, the Plastics
Recycling Awards Europe are organized jointly by Plastics Recyclers Europe (PRE) and Crain Communications, organizers
of the Plastics Recycling Show Europe. www.prseventeurope.com
For more information on the awards visit: https://prseventeurope.com/prse2020/en/page/awards
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About Cross Wrap Oy
Cross Wrap Oy is the world leader in manufacturing automatic bale wrapping, bale opening and bale Dewiring machines for the waste and recycling
industry such as plastic and paper recycling. The company´s latest innovation is a special CW Dewiring machine which is an automatic, safe and reliable
way to handle wired bales. It efficiently cuts, removes and spools the wires from all material bales, such as different types of plastics. Cross Wrap also
specializes in manufacturing Board Packaging Lines for board manufacturers. Cross Wrap has over 500 machines delivered to customers in over 55
countries worldwide.
www.crosswrap.com
For more information visit: https://prseventeurope.com/prse2020/en/page/awards

